Press coverage March 2019

BIICL

Peter Oliver (BIICL External Fellow) and Catherine Barnard (Cambridge and member of the Expert Working Group on the EU (Withdrawal) Bill and the Rule of Law amongst other things)

21/03/19 BBC Radio Today programme.

53.30 minutes on in the programme.  https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m0003cl9

Inaugural conference on International Law to be hosted by Barbican

25/03/19 Conference News

Against everything? Brexit deadlock triggers UK leadership crisis

28/03/19 France 24

Blogs

Cyprus Gains Legal Tool In ICJ Ruling On Chagos Islands

18/03/19 Law 360 (attached seperately)

Bingham Centre

MIL-OSI United Kingdom: Committee launches new inquiry into rights after Brexit

11/03/19 Foreign Affairs

House of Commons Home Affairs Committee Immigration detention report

12/03/19

Initiating a sustainable data collection process in Kosovo* at the presentation of the Comparative Assessment report of the judicial system (2014-2017)

14/03/19 Council of Europe Newsroom

Scapegoat or Hero? John Bercow, Commons Speaker, Upends Brexit
19/03/19 New York Times
Jack Simson Caird interviewed on LBC talking with Ian Dale about the indicative vote

26/03/19 LBC
Waging War Against Corruption in Developing Countries: How Asset Recovery Can be Compliant with the Rule of Law

27/03/19 Duke Journal of International and comparative Law
May Plans to Step Down Once Divorce Deal Agreed: Brexit Update
27/03/19 Investing.com (also Yahoo Australia and BNN Bloomberg online)
The government does not have to be surprised

27/03/19 Zeit Online
Jack Simson Caird on Al Jazeera
27/03/19 Al Jazeera

Blogs
The ‘meaningful vote’
Mar-19 Counsel Magazine

MPs’ powers of persuasion are shaping the Brexit endgame
15/03/2019 UK in a changing Europe

The Bercow Bombshell: Political Constitutionalism in Action
22/03/19 Vervassungsblog

The Emergence and Coming of Age of National Mechanisms for Implementation, Reporting and Follow-up
29/03/19 Universal rights Group Geneva